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QUESTION 1

While Veritas Cluster Server supports nodes in a cluster using different hardware or operating system versions, this is
potentially undesirable for which two reasons? (Select two.) 

A. User security 

B. Inability to handle load on failover 

C. Cluster upgrades 

D. Operational complexity 

E. Network connectivity 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

The Failover service group named GroupA is FROZEN and is ONLINE|PARTIAL in a two- system cluster. 

The power is unplugged from the system on which GroupA is ONLINE|PARTIAL. 

Given the following configuration file: 

group GroupA ( 

SystemList = { SystemA = 1, SystemB = 2 } 

AutoFailover = 1 

AutoStartList = { SystemA, SystemB } 

Parallel = 0 

) 

What will be the state of GroupA on the surviving system? 

A. ONLINE 

B. OFFLINE 

C. ONLINE|PARTIAL 

D. OFFLINE|PARTIAL 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3



You are installing a VCS upgrade that does not require a system reboot, but does require a VCS restart. Which method
maximizes user access to the clustered applications during the upgrade? 

A. Use the VCS rolling upgrade option which restarts VCS transparently 

B. Stop VCS using the orce option and then restart VCS on each system 

C. Evacuate service groups while upgrading one system at a time 

D. Stop VCS using the all option and then restart VCS on each system 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

The administrator of a four-node Veritas cluster has configured notifications as highly available for all notification
methods. 

How many notification manager resources are running when all nodes are considered? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 4 

D. 8 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A PostOnline trigger is being tested on a three-system cluster with system named SystemA, SystemB, and SystemC.
The trigger works on SystemA, but it fails to run on SystemB and SystemC. What is a possible reason for this? 

A. The PostOnline trigger is missing from SystemB and SystemC. 

B. The hatrigger script must be run on all systems to enable the PostOnline trigger. 

C. The PostOnline attribute is set to false on SystemB and SystemC. 

D. The VCS engine had an error while replicating the trigger to SystemB and SystemC. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

What is a required attribute of a service group? 

A. AutoStart 



B. AutoStartList 

C. SystemList 

D. SystemStartList 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which agent entry point is used when running a virtual fire drill for a specific resource? 

A. Info 

B. Online 

C. Monitor 

D. Action 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

The postoffline trigger is enabled for the websg service group for all cluster nodes, and the trigger location has been
configured for the default location. Two separate trigger action executables named T1action1 and T2action2 are to be
configured. 

Where will Veritas Cluster Server look for the two trigger executables? 

A. $VCS_HOME/bin/triggers/postoffline/T1action1 $VCS_HOME/bin/triggers/postoffline/T2action2 

B. $VCS_HOME/bin/websg/postoffline/T1action1 $VCS_HOME/bin/websg/postoffline/T2action2 

C. $VCS_HOME/bin/triggers/websg/T1action1 $VCS_HOME/bin/triggers/websg/T1action2 

D. $VCS_HOME/bin/postoffline/T1action1 $VCS_HOME/bin/postoffline/T2action2 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

What happens when hastop -all -force is executed? 

A. HAD and all services under its control shut down 

B. HAD stops and all services remain online 

C. HAD remains online after shutting down the services 

D. HAD forcibly stops all services and HAD shuts down 



Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two characteristics must be present when preparing an application to be configured for high availability using
Veritas Cluster Server? (Select two.) 

A. Ability to run on multiple independent servers 

B. Remote monitoring capability 

C. Data stored on internal disks 

D. Well-defined start and stop procedures 

E. Refresh capability after sudden failures 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the configuration below: 

group dbsg ( 

SystemList = { sym1=0, sym2=1, sym3=2, sym4=3 } 

SystemZones = { sym1=0, sym2=0, sym3=1, sym4=1 } 

AutoFailOver = 2 

) 

Which action will Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) take when dbsg faults if it is currently online on sym1? 

A. The service group is shut down by VCS. 

B. The service group fails over if another node exists in the same zone. 

C. The service group fails over to another node within the other zone. 

D. The service group restarts on the same node. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

The hastatus command shows the nodes are in STALE_ADMIN_WAIT state. What is the cause of this condition? 

A. The configuration file main.cf was left open before restarting GAB. 



B. There is a syntax error in the main.cf configuration file. 

C. The main.cf file is missing from the configuration directory. 

D. The main.cf is inconsistent on the nodes in the cluster. 

Correct Answer: B 
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